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Sclater’s Lark by Adam Riley 

 

Southern Africa’s dry west is a unique and fascinating, yet under-visited land. A hotbed of faunal and 

floral diversity, this area harbours two botanical regions found nowhere else on earth; the Cape 

Floristic Region and the Succulent Karoo. Our Western Endemics tour showcases these areas and 

the range of special birds endemic to them; you can expect not only great birds, but some of the most 

dramatic scenery in Africa! Tour highlights include the stunning fynbos-clad slopes of the Western 

Cape, home to the stunning Cape Rockjumper and numerous other endemics; and the arid and semi-

arid areas of the Karoo, which provide another great backdrop for a variety of bustards, larks and 

other endemics before we head back to Cape Town, taking in the impressive West Coast National 

Park on the way. 
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THE TOUR AT A GLANCE… 
 

THE ITINERARY 

Day 1 Arrival in Cape Town & Kirstenbosch Gardens 

Day 2 West Coast National Park 

Day 3 Rooi Els and Betty’s Bay to Swellendam 

Day 4 De Hoop & Swellendam area 

Day 5 Swellendam to Ceres via Grootvadersbosch 

Day 6 Ceres to Calvinia 

Day 7 Calvinia & Brandvlei 

Day 8 Calvinia to Springbok 

Day 9 Port Nolloth 

Day 10 Springbok to Augrabies Falls National Park via Onseepkans 

Day 11 Augrabies Falls 

Day 12 Augrabies Falls to Upington and depart 

 

TOUR ROUTE MAP… 
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THE TOUR IN DETAIL… 

 

Day 1: Arrival in Cape Town and visit 

Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens.  After 

arriving in Cape Town, we will begin our 

exploration of the picturesque Cape 

Peninsula at Kirstenbosch Botanical 

Gardens. Lying on the slopes of Table 

Mountain, it is home to a plethora of 

endemics restricted to the Macchia-like 

Fynbos vegetation of the southern tip of 

Africa. Cape Spurfowl scurry across the 

lawns and the magnificent protea gardens 

are home to the spectacular Cape Sugarbird 

and Orange-breasted Sunbird, while Cape 

Bulbul, Olive Thrush, the attractive Cape 

Grassbird, Karoo Prinia, delightful 

Bokmakierie, Southern Boubou and 

Southern Double-collared Sunbird may be 

found in areas of denser cover. 

 

We will also search for African Goshawk and Rufous-breasted Sparrowhawk that occasionally 

display above the indigenous forest that cloaks the upper slopes of the gardens. These forests are 

home to African Olive Pigeon, Lemon Dove, Cape Batis and Forest Canary. 

 

Day 2: West Coast National Park.  From Cape Town we head north this morning to the West Coast 

National Park. Lying on South Africa’s south-western seaboard, this is a wonderfully scenic reserve 

that protects an area of coastal ‘strandveld’ and fynbos along the Atlantic coastline, just an hour and 

a half from the city. 

 

The surrounding short, coastal vegetation is home to the endemic Southern Black Korhaan, Grey-

winged Francolin, Grey Tit, Cape Penduline Tit, Karoo Lark, Capped Wheatear, Fiscal Flycatcher 

and the magnificent Black Harrier, one of the world’s rarest and most attractive raptors. Common 

Ostrich, the world’s largest bird, can 

be seen readily as they stride across the 

low, vegetated dunes. Several species 

of mammal occur in the plains that 

dominate the park. Eland, Red 

Hartebeest, Cape Grysbok and Rock 

Hyrax are a few of the species to 

search for. One of the features of the 

park is the Angulate Tortoise, an 

endangered species endemic to the 

Cape Floristic region, that roam the 

low shrubby coastal vegetation that 

covers much of the park. West Coast 

National Park continues to be a 

stronghold for this species. 

 

The quaint little restaurant at Geelbek, 

Cape Sugarbird by Gareth Robbins 

Orange-breasted Sunbird by Adam Riley 
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the centre of the reserve, will offer 

the perfect midday lunch break. 

The food here is very good indeed 

and many traditional South African 

dishes will be on offer. We may 

share the restaurant area with Cape 

Spurfowl, Cape Weaver and even 

Yellow Bishop. 

 

The vast Langebaan Lagoon has 

been declared a RAMSAR site as it 

is one of the world’s wintering 

strongholds for thousands of 

waders that spend the northern 

winter at the extensive wetland. 

We’ll scan the marshes and 

lagoons for large numbers of 

Greater and Lesser Flamingos, 

South African Shelduck, Cape Shoveler and other waterfowl. 

 

Following lunch, we will explore the northern part of the reserve, where further chances will be had 

of encountering any species that we may still need to find. We’ll also have the opportunity of soaking 

up the stunning view over the estuary from Seeberg. Fortunately, we have the whole day to enjoy the 

wildlife and scenery of this beautiful reserve, which will no doubt produce many wonderful sightings 

and provide us with a very memorable experience. We return to Cape Town in the early evening. 

 

Day 3: Rooi Els and Betty’s Bay to Swellendam.  A diverse array of birding habitats is present 

around Cape Town and today we will visit a variety of sites, ranging from wetlands to fynbos and 

marine shoreline. Our route today will take us on a very scenic coastal route where we can enjoy 

breath-taking views of False Bay and the Indian Ocean. 

 

Firstly, we’ll make our way to the rugged Hottentots-Holland Mountains where we will search for 

one of South Africa’s finest endemics: the handsome Cape Rockjumper. Though strikingly plumaged 

and conspicuous by their vocalisations, these charismatic birds possess an incredible ability to 

disappear amongst the 

boulders and we may have 

to be patient if we wish to 

enjoy sightings of these 

elusive creatures. The 

thick mountain fynbos is 

the favoured habitat of 

Orange-breasted Sunbird, 

Cape Siskin and the 

beautiful, endemic 

Victorin’s Warbler, while 

other species including 

Verreaux’s Eagle, Grey-

backed Cisticola and 

Ground Woodpecker are 

also found in the area. 
Cape Rockjumper by Adam Riley 

Black Harrier by Adam Riley 
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Chacma Baboon is fairly common here, but 

we will have to scan the rocky ridges 

carefully for the agile Klipspringer. 

  

We will also stop in at Harold Porter 

Botanical Gardens. A smaller version of 

Kirstenbosch, these beautifully appointed 

gardens support a wealth of fynbos 

specialties like Orange-breasted Sunbird, 

Cape Sugarbird and Cape Siskin and is a 

particularly good site to see the skulking, 

endemic Victorin’s Warbler. We are also 

likely to encounter a range of other 

noteworthy and eye-catching species like 

Cape and Brimstone Canaries, Karoo 

Prinia, Swee Waxbill, Cape Batis, Bar-

throated Apalis, Southern Double-collared 

Sunbird, Cape Robin-Chat, African Dusky 

and Fiscal Flycatchers, Olive Thrush and 

Sombre Greenbul. 

 

In the afternoon, we drive towards the wheat lands of the Overberg region. This area is home to a 

number of stunning birds, none more so than South Africa’s national bird, the Blue Crane, which is 

occasionally seen here in very large flocks. Other exciting and noteworthy species we will keep an 

eye out for along the way include Agulhas Long-billed Lark, Capped Wheatear, Southern Black 

Korhaan and Denham’s Bustard. This evening, we’ll spend the night in Swellendam, South Africa’s 

third oldest town. 

 

Day 4: De Hoop & Swellendam area.  The coastal reserve of De Hoop protects important tracts of 

fynbos, wetlands and marine shoreline supporting several extremely sought-after species. This 

morning we begin our search for the area’s many specialties. Dense thickets support the skulking, 

endemic Southern Tchagra and restio plains will be searched for the elusive Cape Clapper Lark. A 

nearby patch of woodland houses the most sought-after woodpecker in the country, Knysna 

Woodpecker. This rather secretive 

endemic can be difficult to find but 

with patience and a little luck we 

will hopefully track one down. 

 

Further bonuses are the possibility 

for three honeyguide species, 

namely Greater and Lesser and 

Brown-backed Honeybird and we 

also may see several raptor species 

such as African Goshawk, Black 

Sparrowhawk and African Harrier-

Hawk. Other species we will look 

for in De Hoop include Pearl-

breasted Swallow, and the large, 

fast-flying Horus Swift. The 

endemic Cape Mountain Zebra is 

Agulhas Long-billed Lark by Clayton Burne 

Victorin’s Warbler by Adam Riley 
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refreshingly common here and we may also 

encounter the shy Cape Grysbok and boldly-

patterned Bontebok antelope.  

 

Day 5: Swellendam to Ceres via 

Grootvadersbosch.  We depart Swellendam 

early this morning, heading a little further east to 

Grootvadersbosch Nature Reserve. The 250 

hectares of extensive forest protected by this 

beautiful nature reserve harbours a wealth of 

species more characteristic of South Africa’s 

eastern forests, many of which reach their 

western limit of their range here. 

Grootvadersbosch proudly boasts the Western 

Cape’s richest diversity of birds and during our 

time here we’ll explore the forest trails in search 

of some very desirable species such as the 

sensational Narina Trogon, the incredibly 

skulking and endemic Knysna Warbler, Greater 

Double-collared Sunbird, noisy Blue-mantled 

Crested Flycatcher, Terrestrial Brownbul, Olive Bushshrike, Yellow-throated Woodland Warbler, 

Olive Woodpecker and Grey Cuckooshrike and Victorin’s Warbler. Several sought-after raptors also 

occur here and these include the magnificent Crowned Eagle, endemic Forest Buzzard and if we are 

very lucky the possibility of African Cuckoo-Hawk. 

 

By late morning, we shall begin making our way west towards Ceres, stopping en route as we parallel 

the Langeberg and Matroosberg Mountains. Rocky outcrops support Ground Woodpecker, White-

necked Raven and Cape Rock Thrush, whilst the thick mountain fynbos is the favoured habitat of 

Cape Siskin and the smart, endemic Victorin’s Warbler.  

 

After arriving in the farming village of Ceres, gateway to the Tanqua Karoo; if time allows, we will 

search for the elusive, endemic Protea Canary on a nearby mountain pass overlooking the fertile 

valley. Other birds of interest here are White-backed Mousebird, Layard’s, Chestnut-vented 

Warblers, dainty Fairy Flycatcher, Acacia Pied Barbet and Karoo Thrush.  

 

Day 6: Ceres to Calvinia.  Just a short 

drive from the village of Ceres is the 

semi-arid, central plateau of South 

Africa known as the Karoo; a land of 

endless vistas and spectacular sunsets 

renowned for its endemic larks, chats 

and canaries. After leaving the famous 

fruit-growing valley of Ceres we will 

reach our first stop at Karoopoort, a 

narrow canyon that forms the gateway 

to the Succulent Karoo. Birds 

inhabiting the arid, rocky slopes and 

acacia-filled watercourses of this area 

include White-backed Mousebird, 

Acacia Pied Barbet, Mountain 

Knysna Woodpecker by Clayton Burne 

Knysna Warbler by Clayton Burne 
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Wheatear, Layard’s and Chestnut-vented 

Warblers, Pririt Batis and the dainty Fairy 

Flycatcher.  One of the area’s most 

charismatic birds is the highly localised 

Cinnamon-breasted Warbler. Though fairly 

vocal, this species is highly elusive and 

seeing it in its habitat of jumbled boulders 

and rocky scree will require a combination of 

patience and perseverance.  

  

Continuing northwards onto the open flats of 

the Karoo, we will watch the roadsides 

carefully for Karoo and Spike-heeled Larks, 

Tractrac, Sickle-winged and Karoo Chats 

and Yellow and White-throated Canaries.  

Pale Chanting Goshawk perch conspicuously 

on any vantage points and we may also find 

Verreauxs’ and Booted Eagles. If we are very fortunate, we may even see the nomadic Ludwig’s 

Bustard striding through the desolate plains. 

 

In the mid to late afternoon we will arrive in the Calvinia area, and here we will be in the Karoo 

proper. The usually dry river system that passes through the town, as well as the reedbeds here, are 

home to the endemic Namaqua Warbler (recently assigned to a monotypic genus, Phragmacia). 

 

Day 7: Calvinia & Brandvlei.  Today we have a full day to search for some of the scarce inhabitants 

of this unique botanical region. On leaving Calvinia we will search for flocks of Pale-winged Starling 

and we have further chances for Fairy Flycatcher. Three species of lark will be at the top of our hit 

list, namely Red Lark, a striking and very range-restricted endemic, and the highly nomadic Sclater’s 

Lark and Black-eared Sparrow-Lark. Some of the other star birds here include many other nomadics 

such as Burchell’s Courser, while Rufous-eared Warbler, Pale Chanting Goshawk, Grey Tit, White-

backed Mousebird, Bokmakierie and Pririt Batis should be less of a challenge to find. We will also 

listen for the distinctive flight calls of Namaqua Sandgrouse and keep our eyes peeled for the 

cryptically coloured Karoo Korhaan. Some wonderful non-endemic species bound to capture our 

attention include the magnificent Martial Eagle, Lanner Falcon, Kori’s Bustard and Double-banded 

Courser. Today is also our first chance 

at finding Dusky Sunbird and we will 

make a concerted effort to locate a party 

of elusive Karoo Eremomelas.  

 

Day 8: Calvinia to Springbok.  This 

morning we have a fairly lengthy drive 

on some of the Karoo’s typical gravel 

roads. Our journey will give us further 

chances for a number of the unique 

Karoo species we may still be missing. 

In the afternoon we make a stop at 

Goegap Nature Reserve and while 

searching the rocky slopes and acacia 

lined watercourses, we have great 

opportunities of finding many of the 
Rufous-eared Warbler by Clayton Burne 

Protea Canary by Clayton Burne 
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difficult Karoo endemics that we should be 

getting to grips with by now. These include 

the vocal the highly localised Cinnamon-

breasted Warbler, Layard’s and Chestnut-

vented Warblers and Black-headed Canary.  

 

Day 9: Port Nolloth. We have an early start 

today from Springbok as we strike out for 

the diamond-mining town of Port Nolloth, a 

small town nestled near the Namibian 

border on South Africa’s west coast. This 

area is famous for a single species of lark 

that is found only here, and in the extreme 

south of Namibia: Barlow’s Lark. Another 

endemic lark that is found in this low 

coastal scrub is the impressive Cape Long-

billed Lark, an outrageous species with the 

longest bill of any Southern African lark. 

Cape Penduline Tit can also be found feeding while little groups move from bush to bush. The road 

that gives access to the Barlow’s Lark habitat runs up the Atlantic coastline; however, most of the 

road passes through restricted diamond areas, and no stopping is allowed except for the first few 

kilometres where we may alight from the vehicles. Along the coastline we could enjoy sightings of 

Crowned, Bank and Cape Cormorants, Kelp Gull and the smart African Oystercatcher. 

 

We’ll start making our way back to Springbok this afternoon, searching for any species we may be 

missing. This evening, we will head out under starry skies to search rocky outcrops for the enigmatic 

Cape Eagle-Owl, and may even chance upon one of the rarer nocturnal mammals. 

 

Day 10: Springbok to Augrabies Falls National Park via Onseepkans.  We leave Springbok early 

this morning, striking out for Augrabies Fall’s National Park. En route, we’ll make a stop at the red 

dunes around Aggenys to find the dune form of Red Lark. We’ll then make our way north of Pofadder, 

towards the border post of Onseepkans. The gravel plains are home to Sclater’s, Stark’s, Karoo Long-

billed and Sabota Larks, Karoo Korhaan, Namaqua Sandgrouse, Lark-like Bunting and even the 

nomadic Burchell’s Courser. 

 

As the day begins to heat up, we’ll 

continue eastwards taking in the 

conspicuous and immense communal 

nests of Sociable Weavers on telephone 

poles. These colonies frequently host 

‘tenants’ such as Pygmy Falcon and 

Red-headed Finch. In the late afternoon 

we expect arrive at Augrabies Falls 

National Park. 

 

A linear oasis in the desert heralds our 

arrival on the banks of the Orange River, 

South Africa’s largest waterway. We 

will follow its course westwards to 

where the river narrows and plunges 

Karoo Eremomela by Clayton Burne 

Red Lark by Hugh Chittenden 
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over the 100m high Augrabies Falls, 

scouring an impressive gorge on its 

way to the Atlantic Ocean. The 

national park, centred on the falls, 

protects a range of bird-rich habitats, 

and we will search the riparian 

vegetation and dry acacia-filled 

watercourses for Red-necked 

Spurfowl (an isolated population 

well west of its usual range), Rosy-

faced Lovebird, White-backed and 

Red-faced Mousebirds, Acacia Pied 

Barbet, Karoo Thrush, Black-

chested Prinia, Pririt Batis, Dusky 

Sunbird, African Red-eyed Bulbul, 

the attractive, apricot-flanked 

Orange River White-eye and Black-

throated Canary. 

 

Day 11: Augrabies Falls.  We have a full day to explore the riches of this scenic reserve. Here we 

will be scanning the skies constantly, as the rocky gorges below the falls are home to Verreauxs’ 

Eagle, Peregrine Falcon, Greater Kestrel and large numbers of Alpine and the endemic Bradfield’s 

Swifts.  

 

The apparently desolate, boulder-strewn 

landscapes away from the river are also well-

worth exploring for Mountain Wheatear and 

Familiar Chat and, if we are lucky, Short-

toed Rock Thrush. Although big game is not 

plentiful in this arid park, we should see the 

sure-footed Klipspringer, Common Eland, 

the striking Gemsbok (or Southern Oryx), 

Springbok and the unusual Dassie Rat, while 

Rock Hyraxes are numerous and can 

frequently be seen browsing fresh leaves 

atop flimsy acacia bushes! The highly 

localised, brightly coloured Augrabies Flat 

Lizard is also conspicuous along the walls of 

the gorge. 

 

Day 12: Augrabies Falls National Park to 

Upington and depart.  We have some more 

time to explore Augrabies Falls National 

Park this morning before transferring to the town of Upington where the tour will conclude at the 

airport. 

 

 

 

 

 

Cinnamon-breasted Warbler by Adam Riley 

Dusky Sunbird by Gareth Robbins  
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FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS: 

Tour dates, prices, single supplement rates, approximate flight costs and spaces available for this 

tour are displayed on our website. Please see under IMPORTANT NOTES below. 

 

This includes:  

• All meals from dinner on day 1 to breakfast on day 12; 

• All lodgings; 

• Ground transportation; 

• Reserve entrance fees; 

• Extra activities as mentioned in the itinerary; and  

• All guiding services (including tips for local guides and services). 

 

The tour fee does not include: 

• ANY flights; 

• Any drinks; 

• Special gratuities; and 

• Telephone calls, laundry and items of a personal nature. 

 

Single Supplement: The single supplement cost for this tour will be charged if you wish to have single 

accommodation. If RBT cannot provide you with a rooming partner for these nights although you 

choose to share, the single supplement will become applicable. We will make all reasonable efforts to 

ensure that a rooming partner is found if you do wish to share. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES:  

a) Due to constantly fluctuating exchange rates, we quote our tours in 4 currencies. The tour 

price is however fixed only in the currency printed in bold (South African Rand), and the actual 

cost in the other currencies listed will be adjusted according to prevailing exchange rates at the 

time of final invoicing (usually 4 months before the tour.) The same applies to approximate 

flight and single supplement rates, which are also quoted in the respective fixed currency. 

b) Rates are based upon group tariffs; if the tour does not have sufficient registration a small 

party supplement will have to be charged.  

c) Furthermore, these costs are subject to unforeseen increases in tour related costs and may 

have to be adjusted as a result.  

d) Lastly, we may be forced to change or alter the itinerary and / or the designated Rockjumper 

leader/s at short or no notice due to unforeseen circumstances; please be aware that we will 

attempt to adhere as close to the original program as possible. 

 

Tipping: As noted above, gratuities (drivers, hotel staff, restaurants etc.) are included on this tour. 

However, this does NOT include your Rockjumper leader. If, therefore, you feel that has given you 

excellent service, it is entirely appropriate to tip him.  

 

Special Notes:  

• This tour is not suitable for novice birders. 

• Much of our time is spent in vehicles, as we have to cover long distances to get to the best 

areas for birds and animals. The more luggage you pack the less room there is in the vehicle, 

so it is important for the comfort of your fellow travellers that you do not over-pack. Kindly 

stick to 20kg for check in luggage and 8kg for hand luggage. 

• For much of this tour you will be well away from medical facilities. It is essential that you let 

the Rockjumper office know in advance of the tour if you have any physical limitations or 

medical conditions. 
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• Crime is problematic in certain areas of South Africa. Exercise caution as you would for any 

big city where crime exists. Do not unnecessarily flaunt cash and valuables and do not leave 

valuables exposed in the vehicle. 

 

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE DETAILS: 

This tour does not include any airfares. The tour will officially commence with an afternoon’s birding 

at Kirstenbosch Gardens no later than 14:00 on day 1. The tour will conclude in the early afternoon 

of day 12 at Upington Airport. 

 

The above information in respect of arrivals and departures is a guide only. Precise arrival and 

departure information will be sent to you in your Tour Confirmation package once the tour has been 

officially confirmed. If you wish to arrive early and/or depart late and would like assistance in this 

regard, kindly contact the Rockjumper office. 

 

FLIGHTS: 

O.R. Tambo International Airport, Johannesburg (IATA: JNB) is the main port of entry for 

international flights in South Africa and is well serviced by all of the world’s major airlines. Cape 

Town International Airport (IATA: CPT) is equally well serviced by many airlines. Upington Airport 

(IATA: UTN) is reached via Johannesburg or Cape Town International Airport. If your international 

flight does not arrive directly in Cape Town, you will require a domestic flight from Johannesburg to 

Cape Town. Please DO NOT book any flights until you have consulted the Rockjumper office 

for confirmation on the status of the tour. 


